Primary-backup replication is commonly used for providing fault tolerance in databases. It is performed by replaying the database recovery log on a backup server. Such a scheme raises several challenges for modern, high-throughput multicore databases. It is hard to replay the recovery log concurrently, and so the backup can become the bottleneck. Moreover, with the high transaction rates on the primary, the log transfer can cause network bottlenecks. Both these bottlenecks can significantly slow the primary database.
INTRODUCTION
Databases are often a critical part of modern computing infrastructures and hence many real-world database deployments use backup and failover mechanisms to guard against catastrophic failures. For example, many traditional databases use log shipping to improve database availability [19, 20, 24] . In this scheme, transactions run on a primary server and after they commit on the primary, the database recovery log is transferred asynchronously and replayed on the backup. If the primary fails, incoming requests can be redirected to the backup.
This replication scheme raises several challenges for inmemory, multi-core databases. These databases support high transaction rates, in the millions of transactions per second, for online transaction processing workloads [14, 16, 30] . These fast databases can generate 50 GB of data per minute on modern hardware [36] . Logging at this rate requires expensive, high-bandwidth storage [30] and leads to significant CPU overheads [17] . For replication, the log transfer requires a 10 Gb/s link for a single database. Failover and disaster recovery in enterprise environments, where the backup is located across buildings (possibly separated geographically), is thus an expensive proposition. These network links are expensive to operate or lease, and upgrades require major investment. A second challenge is that the backup ensures consistency with the primary by replaying the database log in serial order. This replay is hard to perform concurrently, and so the backup performance may not scale with the primary performance [13] .
These challenges can lead to the network or the backup becoming a bottleneck for the primary, which is otherwise scalable. Two trends worsen these issues: 1) the availability of increasing numbers of cores, and 2) novel databases [21, 15] , both of which further improve database performance.
While there is much recent work on optimizing logging and scalable recovery [17, 36, 35, 33] , replication for fast databases requires a different set of tradeoffs, for two reasons. First, when logging for recovery, if the storage throughput becomes a bottleneck, storage performance can be easily upgraded. For instance, a 1 TB Intel SSD 750 Series PCIe card costing less than $1000 can provide 1 GB/s sequential write performance, which can sustain the logging requirements described above. Much cheaper SSDs can also provide similar performance in RAID configurations. In comparison, when logging for replication, if a network link becomes a bottleneck, especially high-speed leased lines, an upgrade typically has prohibitive costs and may not even be available.
Second, unlike recovery, which is performed offline after a crash, a backup needs to be able to catch up with the primary, or it directly impacts primary performance [1] . Databases perform frequent checkpointing, so the amount of data to recover is bounded. If the recovery mechanism doesn't scale with the primary, the consequence is a little more time for recovery. However, for replication, if the backup cannot sustain the primary throughput, then it will fall increasingly far behind and may not be able to catch up later.
Our goal is to perform database replication with minimal performance impact on the primary database. We aim to 1) reduce the logging traffic, and 2) perform replay on the backup efficiently so that the backup scales with the primary. To reduce network traffic, we propose using deterministic record-replay designed for replicating databases. The primary sends transaction inputs to the backup, which then replays the transactions deterministically. This approach reduces network traffic significantly because, as we show later, transaction inputs for OLTP workloads are much smaller than their output values. For deterministic replay, we record and send the transaction write-set so that the backup can determine the records that were written by the transaction. On the backup, we use multi-versioning, so that writers can execute concurrently, and safely create new versions while readers are accessing the old versions. Our replay uses epoch-based processing, which allows both readers and writers to efficiently determine the correct versions to access, while allowing readers to execute concurrently with the writers. Together, these techniques allow highly concurrent and deterministic replay.
Our main contribution is a generic and scalable replaybased database replication mechanism. By decoupling our replication scheme from the primary database, we enable supporting different database designs. Our approach allows the primary to use any concurrency control scheme that supports total ordering of transactions, and imposes no restrictions on the programming model. In addition, the backup is designed so that it makes no assumptions about the workloads, data partitioning, or the load balancing mechanism on the primary. For example, to support different kinds of applications fast databases often make various design tradeoffs, such as data partitioning [14, 7] and a special programming model [8] . Our approach is designed to scale without relying on any specific primary database optimizations, and without requiring any developer effort for tuning the backup for these optimizations.
We have implemented replication for ERMIA [15] , an inmemory database designed to support heterogeneous workloads. Our backup database is specifically designed and optimized for replaying transactions concurrently. Our experiments with TPC-C workloads show that our approach requires 15-20% of the network bandwidth required by traditional logging. The backup scales well, replaying transactions as fast as the primary, and the primary performance is comparable to its performance with traditional logging. An added reliability benefit of our generic replication mechanism is that it can be used to validate the concurrency control scheme on the primary. We found and helped fix several serious bugs in the ERMIA implementation that could lead to non-serializable schedules.
The rest of the paper describes our approach in detail. Section 2 provides motivation for our approach, and Section 3 describes related work in the area. Section 4 describes our multi-version replay strategy and the design of our system. Section 5 provides details about our implementation, and Section 6 describes experimental results that help evaluate our approach. Finally, Section 7 describes bugs found using our replay approach and Section 8 gives conclusions.
MOTIVATION
A recent incident at gitlab.com, a popular source code hosting site, illustrates the importance of fast and scalable database replication. On Jan 31, 2017, a spam robot created large numbers of read-write transactions on the production database [10] . Due to limited network bandwidth, the backup database lagged far behind the primary and eventually stopped working. The maintenance crew decided to wipe the backup database and set up a new backup instance from scratch. However, while setting up the backup instance, a team member logged into the wrong server and accidentally deleted the production database. The gitlab. com site had to shut down for more than 24 hours to recover from an offline backup and lost 6 hours of data.
While log shipping is commonly used for backup and failover, it raises several challenges in a production environment. A recent post by Uber describes these issues in detail [31] . First, log shipping incurs significant network traffic because it sends physical data, and this is expensive because backup machines are usually situated across buildings or data centers. Second, databases usually do not maintain storage compatibility between major releases. Because log shipping ships physical data, the backup and the primary database have to run exactly the same version of the database software, making database upgrades a challenge. Traditional databases usually provide an offline storage format converter [25] , and both the primary and the backup have to shut down to perform a major upgrade. This significantly increases the downtime and maintenance complexity. Finally, if the primary database has bugs that can corrupt data, log shipping will propagate the corruption to the backup database as well.
Uber's current solution to these problems is to use My-SQL's statement level replication [22] . This approach simplifies the upgrade process and saves some network traffic because the logging granularity is row level. However, this approach can still generate close to 10Gb/s for a fast database, and the re-execution needs to be performed serially. It also doesn't help with data corruption. Our replay-based approach is designed to address these issues.
RELATED WORK
In this section, we describe related work in the areas of database replication and deterministic replay schemes. Table 1 provides a summary comparing our scheme with various logging and replay schemes.
Primary-backup replication based on traditional log shipping is easy to implement and commonly available in many traditional databases such as SQL Server [20] , DB2 [19] , MySQL [22] , and PostgreSQL [24] , but it has significant logging requirements as discussed earlier. While it can be executed relatively efficiently, Hong et al. suggest that serially replaying the recovery log on the backup database can become a bottleneck with increasing cores on the primary database [13] . To enable concurrent log replay, their KuaFu system constructs a dependency graph on the backup, based on tracking write-write dependencies in the log. Then it uses topological ordering to concurrently apply the logs of nonconflicting transactions. KuaFu is implemented for a traditional MySQL database with a throughput on the order of 1000 transactions per second. Its dependency tracking and transaction ordering need to be performed serially, and so it is unclear whether the scheme will scale for high-throughput databases.
The rest of the schemes in Table 1 are designed for fast, in-memory databases. Calvin [28] uses deterministic locking and scheduling to guarantee deterministic database execution [27] . Incoming transactions are assigned a serial order and then replicas execute transactions concurrently using a deterministic concurrency control scheme that guarantees equivalence to the predetermined serial order. The deterministic scheme requires knowing the read and write sets of transactions. Compared to our approach, Calvin requires significantly more network bandwidth for logging the read set, especially when OLTP transactions perform scans. Our evaluation shows that our backup scales better than Calvin's deterministic locking scheme and single Our work is closest to Bohm's multi-versioning scheme [7] . Bohm's placeholder approach for tracking tuple versions is similar to our approach, but it uses a linked list versus our array implementation which has a significant impact on performance, as we show in Section 6.4.2. The key difference between the two schemes is that Bohm partitions data while we partition transactions on the backup. To support its design, Bohm requires its log to contain transaction data in serial order. All partitions (cores) process the entire log while creating tuple versions. Bohm uses a set of concurrency control threads and execution threads that operate on batches of transactions.
While data partitioning works well for a primary, it is problematic for a backup that is designed to serve different primary databases. Consider a non-partitioned, highperformance primary such as ERMIA [15] or Silo [30] being served by a Bohm backup. First, a developer would need to decide how the keyspace should be partitioned on the backup. Improper data partitioning would lead to load imbalance because the concurrency control threads operate on a batch of transactions in lock-step. Second, unlike our scheme, the primary's log would need to be serialized, and processed by all cores. Third, Bohm requires the read set for optimizing its multi-versioning performance because of its linked-list based placeholder approach. Fourth, Bohm's performance depends on carefully tuning the number of threads for the concurrency control and the execution layers, with the optimal choice being non-trivial because it is workload dependent. Finally, the execution layer runs transactions on cores based on data dependencies. When a thread performs a read, if the version is not available, the transaction that produces the value is run by the same thread. However, it is unclear whether this execution model provides good locality when dependencies cross partitions. For example, 15% of the payment transactions in TPC-C access two warehouses.
Our approach sidesteps issues of determining partitioning on the backup by simply relying on the primary's transaction partitioning scheme to execute transactions on the same core on the backup as on the primary. This allows the backup to scale as well as the primary, for both non-partitioned or partitioned databases.
Malviya et al. show that logging in high-throughput databases imposes significant processing overheads [17] . They propose recovering databases using command logging, and show that their approach improves database performance by 50%. Command logging logs the transaction inputs and replays the transactions deterministically for recovery. In their VoltDB distributed database, command logs of different nodes are merged at the master node during recovery. To guarantee correctness during recovery, transactions are processed in serial order based on their timestamps, and significant synchronization is needed for cross-partition transactions. As a result, a pure command logging approach on the backup will not scale with primary performance, as shown by the adaptive logging work [35] .
Adaptive logging improves recovery for command logging by generating a graph based on data dependencies between transactions. Their focus is on single node failure in a distributed database. When a node fails, all the transactions on the failed node and any transactions on which it depends on other nodes are replayed concurrently, in topological order, similar to Kuafu [13] . Adaptive logging reduces recovery time further by logging rows for some transactions, thus avoiding serial replay of long chains of transactions. Adaptive logging is designed for recovery and thus generates its dependency graph offline. Unfortunately, the paper does not evaluate how long it takes to generate this graph, whether it can be performed scalably, and the size of the graph. For replication, this graph would need to be generated online, impacting primary performance, and sent to the backup, requiring significant network bandwidth.
These command logging approaches are designed for partitioned databases, making them unsuitable for a backup, as described earlier. Our design uses command logging style deterministic replay, and although it requires sending the write set, it enables the replay to be performed concurrently without requiring dependency analysis.
Pacman [33] proposes a novel method for parallelizing recovery for in-memory databases that use command logging. They use a combination of static and dynamic analysis to parallelize replaying of transactions during recovery and do not depend on partitioned-data parallelism. The static analysis performs intra-and inter-procedure analysis to create a global dependency graph based on coarse-grained table-level dependencies. The dynamic analysis performs fine-grained dependency analysis for nodes in the global graph, allowing concurrent execution of pieces of code with no data dependencies. This approach can be applied for a backup and we believe its dynamic analysis can scale well for replication. However, its static analysis assumes that the transaction logic is simple enough to determine the read and write sets easily, limiting the programming model. It also assumes that all the stored procedures are known in advance, complicating the deployment of new stored procedures.
Silo [30] uses a variant of optimistic concurrency control (OCC), with a novel, decentralized transaction ID (TID) assignment protocol that avoids scaling bottlenecks during commit, and enables a concurrent recovery scheme in Silo-R [36] . However, SiloR uses value logging, which generates a GB per second of log data, requiring high-bandwidth storage. Silo's TID assignment makes it hard to use command logging without logging the read-set as well. To support Silo and hardware transactional memory databases using a similar TID assignment scheme [34] , we would need to use a global counter to determine the serial order of transactions. However, our experiments with up to 32 cores in Section 6.3 show that such a counter is not a scaling bottleneck for OLTP workloads.
Write-behind logging [1] is an efficient logging and recovery scheme for in-memory multi-version databases that use NVM for durable storage. This logging scheme logs the timestamp ranges of uncommitted transactions, requiring minimal logging and it provides very fast recovery because it reuses the multi-versioned data in the database. However, since the log only contains timestamps and not the data, replication still requires traditional row-level logging.
Many recent in-memory databases use multi-versioning, with an emphasis on providing serializability as efficiently as single-versioned designs [21, 15] . Our backup scheme knows the serialization order and thus requires much simpler synchronization. However, it requires an initialization phase for each batch of transactions that needs to be performed efficiently, so that the backup can keep up with a scalable primary. Furthermore, in traditional MVCC systems, readers tend to access the latest versions, while in our system, readers frequently access older versions in order to guarantee that they can read identical data, motivating our binary search based multi-versioning.
MULTI-VERSION REPLAY
We now describe our approach for replicating fast databases. Our aim is to replay transactions on the backup concurrently, while requiring low network bandwidth. We begin by estimating the network bandwidth that can be saved by our record-replay method. Next we describe our transaction model, followed by an overview of our approach. Finally we provide more details about the design of the primary and the backup databases.
Record-Replay
Our design is motivated by the observation that for many OLTP workloads, the transaction input size is smaller than the output size. As a result, replicating transaction inputs to Table, which is a VARCHAR(500) type. We estimate its length to be around 30.
replay the transactions will reduce network traffic compared to replicating the transaction outputs [17] .
To estimate the likely benefits of our approach, we consider the TPC-C benchmark, designed to be representative of common OLTP applications. TPC-C uses several stored procedures to simulate an online-shopping workload. It contains three read-write transactions. Table 2 shows the input and output size of these transactions. For example, in the TPC-C NewOrder transaction, the input parameters are the customer and the products the customer would like to purchase, and the outputs are the rows updated by the NewOrder transaction.
The input size is the total size of the parameters of the stored procedures. We estimate the output size based on commonly used row-level logging (Column 3), as well as celllevel logging (Column 4).
We observe that the input parameter size for OLTP transactions is significantly smaller than the output size. This suggests that our replay-based approach can save network traffic by replicating the transaction inputs and re-executing transactions on the backup. As a side effect of reducing network traffic, our approach can help reduce the recent modifications that may be lost after a failure.
Transaction Model
We assume that all transaction inputs are available at the start of a transaction and requests do not require any further client input. This avoids long latencies due to client communication during the transaction, which can raise abort rates. This model is commonly used in fast OLTP databases [30] .
For replaying transactions deterministically, we need to handle two sources of non-determinism in transactions. The first is non-deterministic database functions such as NOW() and RAND(). We capture the return values of these function calls on the primary and pass them as input parameters to the transaction during replay. While our current system does not perform this record-replay automatically, the functionality can be implemented at the SQL layer or the C library layer [11] , or the system call layer [26] , without requiring any changes to the transaction processing code. SQL queries may also return non-deterministic results such as performing a read or write based on the results from "Select count(*) FROM Table T1 ". Unlike OLAP workloads, OLTP workloads generally do not use such queries to avoid returning non-deterministic results. However, to support them, the developer could add order clauses to ensure determinism, or we can revert to row-level logging for such queries. All command logging based schemes must handle these issues.
The second source of non-determinism arises due to concurrently reading and writing data to the database, which presents challenges for concurrent recording and replay, similar to the challenges with replaying other concurrent programs [11] and systems [6] .
We assume that data integrity is maintained by executing transactions serializably, so that the outcome of the concurrent execution is the same as the transactions executing in some total order, or serial order. Serializability is commonly supported by fast, in-memory databases [5, 30, 15, 34] .
Overview of Approach
Serializability regulates non-determinism, making it simple to replay transactions correctly. For example, command logging can be used to replay transactions deterministically in a serial order. This serial replay scheme requires minimal network traffic because the primary only needs to send the input parameters and the serial order of the transactions. However, replaying transactions in serial order will not scale, making the backup a bottleneck.
An alternative replay scheme is to send the read-set for each transaction (the data for all records read by the transaction). With this data, transactions can be replayed concurrently because read values are available and reads do not need to be synchronized with writes. A similar approach is used to replay concurrent programs in multi-core systems [6] . However, OLTP transactions have a high readwrite ratio and issue large scans, and so read-set based replay will generate significant network traffic.
Our multi-version replay approach lies in between, generating logs that are similar in size to command logging, while allowing concurrent and scalable replay similar to read-set based replay. Besides the data needed for serial replay, we also send the write-set of each transaction to the backup. The write-set contains the keys of all the records written by the transaction, but not the row data. The write-set, together with the serial order, allows transactions to infer the correct data to read during concurrent replay. This approach has lower logging requirements than value logging because keys are generally smaller than row data.
On the backup, we use two techniques to replay transactions concurrently. First, we use multi-versioning, so that transactions can read and write different versions of rows concurrently. In particular, writers can create new row versions safely while readers are accessing old versions.
Multi-versioning, however, is not sufficient for performing replay concurrently. During replay, when a transaction reads a row, it doesn't know the specific version to read because we don't send read-sets. Instead, the transaction needs to read the version that was written by a previous transaction that last updated this row. However, with concurrent replay, this transaction may still be running, and so the required version may not exist yet. Even if the version exists, we don't know whether it is the correct version until all previous transactions have been replayed in serial order. Thus replay must still be performed serially.
We need a mechanism to identify the version to read while allowing concurrent replay. If we know about all the possible versions of a record before starting replay, we can infer the correct version to read based on the serial order of transactions. Based on this insight, we replay transactions in epochs, so that all versions of a row that will be created in an epoch are known in advance. This allows the reads of a 
Recording on the Primary
On the primary, we record the inputs and the write-set of transactions, which is relatively simple. In addition, we need to determine the serial order of transactions and batch transactions in epochs. Next, we describe these two operations in more detail.
Determining the Serial Order
Our approach allows the primary database to use any concurrency control mechanism that ensures serializability. The primary may be a single or multi-versioned store, and it may or may not partition data. We assign a serial id to each transaction, representing its serial order, and send this serial id with the rest of the transaction information to the backup. The serial id is closely tied to the concurrency control scheme implemented by the database. For example, the traditional methods for implementing serializability are twophase locking and optimistic concurrency control [16, 30] . For both, when the transaction commits, we use a global timestamp (often maintained by the database implementation) to assign the serial id of the transaction.
Multi-version databases often implement more advanced concurrency control schemes such as Serializable Snapshot Isolation (SSI) [9] and Serial Safety Net (SSN) [32] . Obtaining the serial id is more involved in these schemes because they allow transactions to commit "back in time".
Consider the example shown in Figure 1 : T1 writes a new version of A, while T2 reads A and writes C concurrently. T2 reads A before T1 commits and so it reads A0, the old version of A. Then T1 writes to A and commits, creating A1, a new version of A. Finally, T2 writes to C and commits.
Under two-phase locking, T2 would hold the lock on A and so T1 would not have been able to proceed with writing A until T2 had committed. This schedule would not be valid under optimistic concurrency control either, because T2's read set has been overwritten, and so T2 would be aborted.
However in multi-version protocols like SSI and SSN, T1 and T2 can commit successfully. In fact, this concurrent interleaving is serializable, and the serial order is T2, T1. In this case, we say that T2 commits back in time, before T1. Later, in Section 5, we describe how we obtain the serial id for the SSI and the SSN protocols in the ERMIA database.
Batching Transactions in Epochs
As mentioned in Section 4.3, we need to batch transactions into epochs so that the backup can replay the transactions within an epoch concurrently. An epoch must satisfy the constraint that any data read in the epoch must have been written before the end of the epoch. In other words, transactions should never read data from future epochs, or else epoch-based replay could not be performed correctly.
The simplest method for implementing epochs is to batch transactions in actual commit order. Since transactions are serializable, this order satisfies our epoch constraint. Epochs based on commit order work correctly even when transactions can commit back in time in our multi-versioned backup database. A transaction in a later epoch may need to read an older version of a data item, but a transaction never needs to read from a future epoch. Consider the example in Figure 1 again. Suppose T1 is batched in an epoch and T2 is batched in the next epoch. T1 will create version A1 during replay, but when T2 is replayed in the next epoch, it will still read the previous version, A0, because its serial order is before T1. The benefit of using the commit order for defining epoch boundaries is that we do not need to wait for transactions to commit back in time. Note that a singleversioned backup design, e.g., based on Calvin [28] , cannot easily support such back in time commits across epochs.
It may appear that epochs are expensive to implement but they can be defined more flexibly. In practice, databases often use epochs for various purposes such as recovery or resource management. We can reuse the same epochs for batching transactions. For example, ERMIA supports snapshot isolation and uses epochs based on the start times of transactions, which allows more efficient garbage collection of dead versions [15] . Our implementation for ERMIA uses the same epochs because snapshot isolation guarantees that reads see the last committed values at the time the transaction started, hence satisfying our epoch constraint.
Replaying on the Backup
We designed our backup database from scratch because there are several differences between replay and normal database execution. First, non-deterministic functions need to be handled by replaying the return values of these functions recorded at the primary. Second, we require an initialization phase at each epoch so that transactions in the epoch can be replayed correctly. Third, we replay committed transactions only, and thus require a simple synchronization scheme and no machinery for handling aborts or deadlocks.
To simplify the design of a failover scheme, we implemented the backup database with a structure similar to a fast, in-memory database, such as Silo [30] and ERMIA [15] . We use a B-Tree index to represent a table in the database, with the keys of the B-Tree representing the primary keys of the table. Like many multi-version databases, the values in the B-Tree are pointers to indirect objects that maintain the different versions of the rows. In our case, this object is an array, with each entry containing a version number and a row. The version number is the serial id of the transaction that created this row version. It not only indicates the transaction that created this version but also the serial order in which the version was created. The array is kept sorted by the version number.
Replay Initialization
We need to first perform an initialization step before replaying an epoch. For each transaction in the epoch, we process each key in its write-set by creating a new row version. The version number of the row is the transaction's serial id, and its value is set to an empty value, indicating the value has not yet been produced. This empty value will be overwritten by actual row data when this transaction is replayed later. New row versions are added to the version array using insertion sort to maintain sorted order.
We perform the initialization step concurrently on the backup. This step scales for three reasons. First, updates Since the values in the B-Tree leaf nodes point to indirect objects, while inserting new keys can modify the B-Tree index, updating existing keys does not modify the B-Tree. As a result, concurrent initialization will generate a read-mostly workload on the B-Tree index, and existing B-Tree implementations scale well under a read-mostly workload [18] . Second, write-write conflict rates are low in OLTP transactions, and so acquiring locks on the indirect objects should not cause significant contention. Third, we send transaction data from each primary core to a separate backup core to minimize contention on the sending or receiving path. This data is mostly sorted by serial id. As a result, when new versions are inserted in the version array, they are mostly appended, and insertion sort is efficient in this case.
Replay
After the initialization step, we replay the transactions in the epoch concurrently. Any read during replay will see all the possible row versions created during the epoch. When a transaction with a serial id t reads a key, we simply read from the greatest version that is smaller than t, i.e., the previous version. We use binary search to find this correct version in the version array. If this version contains an empty row, we need to wait until the actual row data is written (by the transaction that creates this version). Figure 2 shows an example of replaying a transaction (Transaction 6) at the backup. The figure shows that transactions with serial id 4-7 are batched in Epoch 1. Transaction 6 has an input parameter x, and it reads key A and writes key B. Transactions 4, 5 and 7 write to key A.
On the backup, the Index represents a table or an index to the table. We initialize replay for Epoch 1 by creating versions for keys A and B. Each key points to an indirect object containing a sorted array of row versions. For epoch 1, we initialize versions 4, 5 and 7 for key A, and version 6 for key B. When Transaction 6 is replayed, it reads version 5 of key A (the largest version smaller than 6). At this point, this version is still an empty row, and so Transaction 6 will wait until Transaction 5 updates this version. During replay, Transaction 6 will write to version 6 of key B.
One corner case is that a transaction can read its own writes. On the first read, the replay will correctly read the previous version. However, after a write, we can no longer read the previous version. We resolve this issue with a pertransaction write buffer. On a read, the transaction first searches the buffer for the updates it has made before search-ing the database. When the transaction commits, it releases the writes from the buffer into the database and frees the entire buffer. Since OLTP transactions are read-dominated, the overhead of using the write buffer is small.
We do not need to grab any lock or perform any synchronization, other than waiting for empty row versions, during replay. This avoids the significant overheads associated with performing concurrency control [12] . Since we only replay committed transactions, there are no aborts, and the replay is deadlock free.
Garbage Collection
We perform garbage collection of old versions of rows at epoch boundaries, when we know that replay is not running and the old versions are not being accessed concurrently. At replay initialization, we only perform garbage collection for keys that are overwritten in the epoch. For each such key, our garbage collector requires that the previous versions of these keys will be read from only the last epoch in which they were written. Thus it keeps all the versions of that last epoch, and reclaims all previous versions from preceding epochs. The garbage collector's requirement is met by ERMIA because it only creates new epochs when all cores have entered the current epoch. 
IMPLEMENTATION
Our backup database is designed to work with any primary database that provides serializability. To stress our replay server, we chose to use ERMIA [15] , a fast in-memory database, as the primary database. ERMIA performs well under heterogeneous workloads such TPC-E and TPC-C+ in which OLTP transactions run together with some long running transactions. ERMIA also achieves high throughput on traditional OLTP workloads like TPC-C. Next, we describe our replay implementation for ERMIA.
Recording on the Primary
The TPC-C and TPC-C+ benchmarks implemented in ERMIA are not fully deterministic. For benchmarking purposes, these transactions generate random data for the database contents. In practice, these random contents would be specified by the end user, as inputs to transactions. We modified the TPC-C and TPC-C+ benchmark in ERMIA to pass the randomly generated content as input to the transactions, making the benchmark logic deterministic.
Obtaining Serial Order
ERMIA implements two serializability-enforcing concurrency control protocols, SSI [9] and SSN [32] . Both use timestamps to disallow certain transaction interleavings that may cause serializability violations, and they allow "back in time" commits for additional concurrency. Our prototype supports obtaining the serial order for both SSI and SSN. Next, we describe how the SSI protocol works, and then how we derive the transaction serial order from the protocol.
In SSI, similar to OCC, the transaction checks if its read set has been overwritten before commit. If not, it acquires a commit timestamp and assigns it to all the tuples in its write set and then commits. If its read set has been overwritten, then a write skew is possible, making it dangerous to commit the transaction [2] . SSI determines whether the transaction can be committed without violating serializability by looking for dangerous structures, in which two adjacent rw-dependency edges occur between concurrent transactions [9] . ERMIA implements SSI by first determining the minimum commit timestamp among all the overwriters of this transaction.
We call this timestamp the skew_timestamp. Next, the transaction checks the previous versions of the tuples in its write set. For these tuples, we calculate the maximum of their commit timestamps and their readers' commit timestamps 1 , and we refer to this timestamp as the predecessor _stamp. If the predecessor_stamp is larger than or equal to the skew_timestamp, the transaction aborts, otherwise it can commit at the skew_timestamp, i.e., commit back in time.
While the SSI concurrency control protocol is complicated, calculating the serial id is relatively simple. When a transaction commits back in time, we assign its serial id to be 2 × skew_timestamp -1. Otherwise, the serial id is assigned as 2 × commit_id of the transaction. This assignment ensures that the serial id of a transaction that commits back in time is below the skew timestamp.
Unlike SSI, SSN allows nested commit back in time. For example, with three transactions T1, T2 and T3, T2 can commit back before T1, and T3 can commit back before T2. The SSN serial order needs to handle these nested commits, but is otherwise obtained in a similar way to SSI, and is not described here.
Batching Transactions in Epochs
ERMIA uses an epoch manager for tracking various time lines, including for garbage collection of dead versions, and RCU-style memory management. We reuse these epochs to batch transactions. In each epoch, transactions are committed on different cores. We create a TCP connection for each core, and send the transactions committed on that core to a specific core on the backup database, where those transactions are replayed. This allows the backup to perform the replay initialization on different cores concurrently with minimal contention.
We use one worker thread per core for processing an epoch. Each epoch consists of three stages: fetch, initialization and execution. Each worker performs all these stages sequentially and the workers execute concurrently. During fetch, the worker fetches the data from the network socket and parses the packet. During initialization, empty values are inserted for transactions using their serial id. Last, transactions execute deterministically.
We allow the fetch and the initialization phase of the current epoch, and the execution phase of the current epoch and the fetch phase of the next epoch to run concurrently. However, the initialization stage and the execution stage do not overlap in time (within or across epochs). As a result, during execution, the B-Tree index and the version arrays are read-only, and thus do not need any synchronization. We use a single control thread to synchronize the stages.
Replaying on the Backup
Our prototype system uses Masstree [18] as the B-Tree index because it scales well for read-mostly workloads. We need to acquire a lock on the indirect object associated with a key when updating the key during replay initialization. Since this lock is unlikely to be contended, as explained in Section 4.5.1, we use a spinlock for its implementation.
During replay, the B-Tree indices and the version arrays are read but their structures are not updated. The only synchronization is while waiting for empty rows. To make the wait efficient, we replay transactions using co-routines. When a transaction needs to wait, it performs a user-space context switch to the next transaction in the run queue, so threads make progress even when a transaction needs to wait.
Failover
When the primary database fails, database requests need to be redirected to the backup database, so that it can take over from the primary. Since our backup database is replaybased, and its internal multi-version storage structures are different from the primary database, we need to migrate the database to a new primary.
Our prototype can export the backup database into an ERMIA checkpoint image and start ERMIA from the image. We scan the tables and indices and export them in ERMIA's checkpoint format. Our current implementation is singlethreaded due to limitations in ERMIA's checkpoint format, thus it takes roughly two minutes to export a 32 warehouse TPC-C workload. This time can be significantly reduced by using concurrent checkpointing methods [36] .
A more efficient failover scheme can convert data structures in memory. In our current prototype, all the row data storage format and indices are compatible with ER-MIA, with the multi-version storage structures needing conversion. To implement this feature efficiently, our replay engine could be a plugin for ERMIA, making it aware of our storage structure, allowing it to convert them lazily.
Our failover functionality can also be used to ease the process of upgrading primary database software. Upgrading of databases is often a cumbersome process that needs to be performed offline [25] , with little support for streaming replication [4] . Our replay-based replication can export the backup to the new storage format asynchronously, and then minimize downtime by performing a controlled shutdown of the primary and replay-based failover to the backup.
Read-Only Transactions
Since our backup database is multi-versioned, it can provide consistent snapshots to read-only transactions. The simplest option is to serve snapshots at epoch boundaries by executing these transactions in the same way as we replay transactions. To reduce staleness, we can also track the serial id before which all transactions have been replayed, and assign this serial id to the read-only transaction. This serial id can be maintained scalably by using per-core counters.
Currently, we do not support read-only transactions because our garbage collector is unaware of them. To support read-only transactions, we would need to implement a second epoch timeline that tracks read-only transactions and thus can be used to reclaim versions safely.
EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of our replication method. We use ERMIA as the primary database. We compare our approach against a baseline ERMIA (no log shipping), ERMIA with its log shipping implementation, and our Calvin implementation on the backup [28] .
ERMIA uses row-level logging, which consumes less network traffic than traditional ARIES style page-level logging. All our experiments are performed with ERMIA using the SSI concurrency control protocol. We also performed experiments using the SSN protocol; the numbers were similar and are not presented here.
The Calvin primary ships both the read-set and the writeset keys. Our Calvin backup implementation closely mirrors the original design. However, unlike the original implementation that uses a centralized lock manager for deterministic locking during initialization, we reuse the version arrays in our backup to implement a per-tuple lock queue that allows concurrent initialization. As described in Section 4.4.2, Calvin is unable to handle back in time commits across epochs, and our implementation ignores these errors.
Our evaluation uses two metrics. First, we compare the network traffic of the different methods. Second, we measure the throughput and scalability on the primary and the backup databases. We use two network configurations in our log shipping and replay experiments. For most experiments, we use a 10 Gb/s Ethernet network so that the network is not a bottleneck. We also show the impact on the primary when using a slower 1 Gb/s network.
We execute the ERMIA primary database and our backup database on machines with the same hardware configuration: 4-socket Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 (32 cores total) and 512 GB DRAM. Data sets for all workloads fit into DRAM. Both databases run on Linux 3.10 with glibc 2.17. ERMIA is compiled with gcc 4.8.5 and our backup database is compiled with clang 3.8, both with the -Ofast optimization.
Workloads
We use 4 kinds of workloads in our experiments: TPC-C, TPC-C+, TPC-C Spread and TPC-C+ Spread. TPC-C is a typical OLTP workload that simulates an E-Commerce workload: customers query and purchase items online, and items are delivered from warehouses to customers. There are three types of read-write transactions in TPC-C: NewOrder, Delivery, and Payment. These read-write transactions constitute 92% of the total transactions; the remaining 8% are read-only transactions.
TPC-C+ [3] is designed to evaluate heterogeneous (nonpure OLTP) workloads. It is similar to TPC-C, but it adds CreditCheck, a type of analytic transaction. This transaction scans the customer's order history and account balance to determine the customer's credit level, and it takes significantly longer to run than other TPC-C transactions.
By default, ERMIA partitions the database by warehouse id and associates a worker thread with each warehouse. Since most TPC-C/TPC-C+ transactions tend to operate on a single warehouse, ERMIA runs a transaction on the worker thread serving its warehouse. To evaluate how our approach will perform when data cannot be easily partitioned, we disable this thread pinning in ERMIA by letting transactions run on arbitrary worker threads. We call these the "spread" workloads: TPC-C Spread and TPC-C+ Spread. During replay, we avoid second-guessing the data partitioning policy. We replay the transaction on the same backup core as the transaction was run on the primary, which helps preserve the partitioning policy of the primary.
Network Traffic
In this section, we measure the network traffic using the 10 Gb/s network so that it is not a bottleneck. We use 16 cores on the primary database, because with 32 cores, log shipping can generate traffic close to 10 Gb/s. Table 3 shows the network traffic generated by each workload in 60 seconds. Compared to our approach, log shipping requires 5x more network bandwidth for the TPC-C and TPC-C+ workloads, and 7x more bandwidth for the spread workloads. Our bandwidth savings are higher for the spread workloads because they commit fewer NewOrder transactions (due to higher abort rates). We save more network traffic on the other transactions types, which make up a larger share of the committed transactions.
For the Calvin backup, the primary sends read-sets as well as write-sets to the backup. This requires 1.2-2.9x network traffic compared to our approach because some transactions issue long table scans. Most of these scans are issued on read-only tables and thus read locks are not needed for these rows during replay. To measure the benefits of optimizing for read-only tables, we modify the Calvin primary so that it specifically does not send the read-set keys for these tables.
With this optimization, the network traffic for Calvin is close to our approach for the TPC-C and TPC-C Spread workloads, but still incurs much higher network traffic on the TPC-C+ workload. For TPC-C, most of the records being read are updated in the transaction, and so the read-set is mostly covered by the write-set. However for TPC-C+, the CreditCheck transaction issues scans on many read-write tables, and sending the read-set for these scans consumes significant network traffic. By default, the CreditCheck transactions are 4% of all the issued transactions. Increasing this ratio will increase the network traffic as well.
We also evaluate statement level logging in MySQL [22] using the TPC-C implementation from Percona Lab [23] . We configure the benchmark with just 1 warehouse and run the workload for 60 seconds. MySQL is able to commit 7078 transactions and generates a 22MB replication log. With ERMIA generating 700K transactions/s, MySQL would require 20x network traffic compared to our approach.
Primary Performance
In this section, we measure the performance impact on the primary database for recording transaction inputs, the write-set keys and sending them to the backup. For the baseline, we use default ERMIA (no log shipping). We also show the performance of ERMIA with log shipping. To avoid any performance bottlenecks on the backup, we discard any packets that it receives during this experiment. We warm up Fast databases are designed to scale with the number of cores. Thus, we show the throughput of the workloads with increasing numbers of cores (from 8 to 32). Figure 3 shows that the throughput of our recording approach is close to the performance of the original database and scales with the number of cores. While the throughput slows down slightly per core, it has no visible scalability impact. Although our approach requires global serial ordering, it has minimal effect under transactional workloads.
Log shipping also performs similarly to the original database, but the 10 Gb/s becomes a bottleneck for the TPC-C workload at 32 cores. Both our approach and log shipping send data in a background thread. Although log shipping sends large amounts of data, it has only about 2% overhead when the network is not the bottleneck. Our prototype has slightly more overhead (3-4%), because it requires copying the transaction input parameters and the write-set keys in the commit path. Table 3 shows that replicating fast databases consumes significant network traffic. If the network is slow, then replication will have a significant impact on primary performance. In this section, we compare log shipping and our approach using a 1Gb/s network. Though expensive, a 1Gb/s link is practical in the wide area. Depending on the region and the ISP, the estimated cost of such a wide area link is roughly between $100K-500K per year. Both ERMIA's log shipping and our approach use a 512MB send Figure 4 shows the primary throughput with increasing number of cores. Our approach can sustain the primary throughput up to 16 cores for TPC-C and 24 cores for TPC-C+. In contrast, log shipping performs much worse than our approach. For the Spread workloads, our approach scales until 32 cores, while log shipping still performs poorly.
Performance Over Slow Network

Replay Performance
In this section, we measure the performance of our concurrent replay method on the backup server. To avoid performance artifacts caused by the primary, we collect the packet traces generated by the primary, and send these traces to the backup on the 10 Gb/s network.
We evaluate backup performance by measuring the replay time for a 30 second trace.
2 If the backup can finish replaying within 30 seconds, then it will not be a bottleneck on primary performance. We also compare with Calvin's deterministic execution scheme to show the benefits of using multiple versions. Figure 5 shows the replay time on the backup with increasing numbers of cores. For each data point, the primary and the backup use the same number of cores. Our numbers are marked using solid lines and Calvin numbers are marked using dashed lines.
Our approach is able to replay the trace within 30 seconds under all 4 workloads, except TPC-C Spread at 24 cores. For TPC-C and TPC-C+, our approach takes roughly 18-23s. The spread workloads represent a worst-case scenario with no data locality and much higher contention. Even in this extreme setup, our approach can replay the trace in 29-32s.
Calvin shows slightly worse performance (5-10% overhead) than our approach with the TPC-C and TPC-C spread workloads. As mentioned in Section 6.2, TPC-C transactions update most of the records they read. This type of access pattern does not benefit from multiversioning during replay, since most versions will be read only once before being updated. For TPC-C+ workloads however, the CreditCheck transaction performs many reads without updating these values. As a result, a single-versioned system like Calvin suffers from write-after-read dependencies, leading to higher overheads for TPC-C+ (up to 50%) compared to our approach. For the challenging spread workloads, Calvin consistently fails to complete the replay within 30s.
Epoch Length
Our approach replicates transactions at epoch granularity. Thus, a failure on the primary risks losing transactions in the current epoch. The epoch length represents a tradeoff between performance and data loss, since shorter epochs lose less data but may have a performance impact on the primary and the backup. We use ERMIA's epoch manager to implement our epochs; our default epoch length is 1 second.
We measure throughput on the primary and the backup while varying the epoch length. We use the TPC-C and TPC-C Spread workloads with 32 cores because this setup is performance sensitive and should show the largest impact. We find that ERMIA's performance is relatively stable when the epoch length is larger than 100 ms. At 50ms epoch length, the primary throughput decreases by roughly 15% due to the cost of epoch processing.
We also measured the replay time with different epoch lengths, and found that it is similar to the numbers shown in Figure 5 . This suggests that the cost of epoch processing has a more significant impact on the primary than on the backup.
Version Array Vs. Linked List
Existing multi-version databases use a linked list for tracking versions because it allows scalable, lock-free access (e.g., removal during aborts). However, this imposes a non-trivial cost for traversing pointers when the linked list is long [7] .
As described in Section 4.5, we track row versions using a sorted array, which allows using binary search for finding a given version. In our case, the array is created during replay initialization, and can be accessed lock free during replay. We also do not need to handle aborts. Here, we evaluate the cost of using a linked list implementation by measuring the replay time for the 30-second TPC-C and TPC-Spread traces with different epoch lengths. With a 50 ms epoch size, the TPC-C replay time is 30.3 seconds (backup about to keep up), and the TPC-C Spread replay time is 29.4 seconds (backup can keep up). When the epoch size is 100 ms or more, the replay cannot keep up with the primary. The slowdown (vs. using an array) for TPC-C ranges from 24% (100 ms epoch) to 2.9x (750 ms epoch). The slowdown for TPC-C Spread ranges from 71.5% (100 ms epoch) to 5.3x (750 ms epoch). However, since epoch lengths below 100 ms impact primary performance, and epoch lengths above 100 ms impact backup performance, we conclude that version arrays are essential for ensuring that the backup can keep up with peak primary throughput.
The main reason for the slowdown is update hotspots [29] in the TPC-C family. Figure 6 shows a histogram of the number of key versions that are looked up in the linked list when a key is accessed (note that X axis has log scale). While most accesses are cheap (1 or 2 versions), a significant number of accesses skip over 4000 versions, because some keys are updated frequently in TPC-C resulting in long linked lists within an epoch. These accesses lead to cascading slowdown for dependent transactions.
Memory Overhead
In this section, we measure the memory overhead imposed by multi-versioning. When the backup database finishes replay and starts generating the ERMIA checkpoint file, we collect the distribution of the number of versions for all keys. The total number of keys in the database is roughly 110M and the total number of versions is 164M. Thus the memory overhead of multiversioning is roughly 48%. We find that most keys (99.7%) only have 1 or 2 versions, however the update hotspots in TPC-C lead to some keys having high numbers of versions (e.g., 352 keys had 2048-65536 versions).
BUGS FOUND IN ERMIA
Our replay scheme is mainly designed for replication, but it can also be used to catch corruption bugs in the primary database. The concurrency scheme on the backup is different from the primary and thus uncorrelated corruption bugs can be detected with a simple checksum scheme. On the primary database, we add a checksum to each committed transaction. The checksum is calculated over the transaction's write set, containing keys and row data. On the backup, after replaying a transaction, we recalculate the checksum and compare it with the primary's checksum. A checksum mismatch indicates a bug. This scheme imposes 12% overhead on the primary performance, although a faster checksum will help improve performance.
Using the checksum scheme, we have found and fixed 3 bugs in ERMIA's concurrency control implementation. Two of them are related to timestamp tracking in ERMIA's SSI and SSN implementation. We also find ERMIA's phantom protection protocol a significant flaw. ERMIA reuses Silo's phantom protection protocol, but Silo's protocol only works under a single-versioned database. All of these three bugs are non-crashing concurrency bugs and can lead to a nonserializable schedule. Without our system, it would have been hard to identify them.
CONCLUSIONS
We have designed a primary-backup replication scheme for providing fault tolerance for high-throughput, in-memory, databases. Our approach uses deterministic record-replay for replication. A key motivation for this work is to minimize the network traffic requirements due to logging. We have shown that recording the keys in the write-set requires 15-20% of the network bandwidth needed by traditional logging for OLTP workloads. The write-set keys can be used to perform deterministic replay concurrently, using epochbased processing and a multi-version database. We have shown that this approach allows the backup to scale as well as ERMIA, a modern in-memory database that supports heterogeneous workloads.
